Consider a linear oo ^-system, where (n + r)! p= -n-*> of hypersurfaces of order n, which may have a base points, in an r-space, S r . Denote this system by | W\.
respectively, and all of genus p, be given in the same r-space S r . To a point on any one of the curves corresponds a definite point on each of the other curves. We assume that none of the given curves passes through any of the a base points of | W\ and that none of the intersections, if there be any, of any two of the curves is a self-corresponding point. Let Pn, P12, • • • , Pu t be a set of corresponding points, the point Pij. being on the curve Ci iv (i = there is one and only one hypersurface of the system | W\ such that 1, 2, • • • , / of the points of its intersection with each of the v\ curves dj v v 2 curves C 2 y 2 > ' ' ' » v t curves C t j t , will coincide with Pi JV P 2 / 2 , • • • , Ptj t , respectively. Denote such a hypersurface by V?_i. As the corresponding points describe their respective curves, V n r -i describes a non-linear one-parameter system, { V}, of hypersurfaces of order n in S r . In this paper we propose to determine the number, N Q , the order of the system, of the hypersurfaces of the system passing through a given point and also the number, N k , of those tangent to a given &-space for & = 1, 2, • • • , r. The symbol N r means the number of the hypersurfaces that have each a node.
In the following, we shall give two determinations of the number N 0 : the one by the use of the theory of correspondence and the other by the aid of the following known proposition.* If we continue reasoning in this manner, we shall find that, for the case vi=p,
Then the system { V) consists of all those hypersurfaces of the 00 ^-system | W\ which contain a set of corresponding points 
n + (i-l)(p+l)]
is the number of hypersurfaces of order n of an oo ^-system of hypersurfaces such that i of the points of intersection of each of them with a given curve of order riij. are coincident.
Now we determine N Q by the aid of (A). Let the hypersurfaces of \W\, which may have a base points, represent upon S r an r-dimensional variety $ r nr~a of order n r -a in a p-space S p . The ^1+^2+ • • • ~\-v t given curves, none of which is supposed to pass through any of the a base points, are the images of curves r»j\ of order fii 3i fi on *& r n ° whose points are also in a one-to-one correspondence. Let Ru, i? i2 , • • • be a set of corresponding points, the point R i3i being on the curve I\/ t . Corresponding to a hypersurface F,_i of the system { V) is a section @£~[ ff of <ï>7 _<r by a (p -l)-space which contains a set of points Ri 3l on the curves Ti 3l , a set of tangent lines at the points 2?2j 2 on the curves r 2 / 2 , a set of osculating planes at the points Rz jz on the curves r 3 / 3 , • • • . The oo 1 (p -1)-spaces of the nature just described form an ecosystem to which corresponds our system { V) of hypersurfaces. By applying (A) we find that the order of the system of (p -l)-spaces is, since the i-dimensional developable of the curve T i3i is of order i[n i3i n + (i -l)(p -1)], the same as (1). Now through a given point A ' which may be, without loss of generality, placed upon $ r nr~a , pass the same number of (p -1)-spaces of the system and each such (p -1)-space intersects <i> r wr_(r in a ©jtl* 7 passing through A ' to which corresponds a V n r -i of { V} passing through a given point A, the image of A '. Thus, the determination is complete.
Hitherto we have assumed that none of the given curves passes through any of the base points of | W\ and that none of the intersections, if there be any, of any two of the curves is a self-corresponding point. If, however, a curve C i j i passes through one of the base points, we must deduct i y and if any two whatever of the curves intersect in a self-corresponding point, we must deduct unity from the general value of N 0 which we have just derived.
As an example consider a linear oo 6 -system | K | of quartic curves in a plane 4> with 8 base points. Let three projectively related cubic curves y 3 , y' 3 , y" 3 of genus unity be given in the plane, none of the intersections of the curves being a self-corresponding point. Select a quartic of | JS" | such that one of its intersections with y 3 coincides at P, two of its intersections with y' 3 coincide at P', and three of its intersections with y" 3 coincide at P", where P, P', P" are a set of corresponding points. There are oo 1 such quartic curves forming a non-linear pencil, {C}. Now the quartics of \K\ represent upon <j> a surface 3> 8 of order 8 in S 6 upon which lie three projectively related curves r 12 , r /12 , r ,/12 all of order 12 and genus 1, of which y 3 , y' 3 , y" 3 are the images in <fi. The locus of tangent lines of T n2 is of order 24 and the locus of osculating planes of T" 12 is of order 36. Let R, R', R" be a set of corresponding points on the curves. Then we say that the tangent V to T' 12 at R' and the osculating plane IT" to T //12 at R" correspond to the point R on T 12 . The 5-spaces determined by R, V', IT" will describe an <*> ^system of 5-spaces such that N 0 = 72 of them pass through a given point A ' which may be placed on <£ 8 . Therefore the system {C} of quartic curves contains 72 members passing through a given point A of </ >.
Suppose the curve y 3 passes through a base point of | K \. Then the corresponding curve T 12 on <ï> 8 is composed of a T u and a line. Discarding the line or deducting unity, we have iV 0 = 71. If y /3 alone contains a base point, the corresponding curve r /12 degenerates into a line, to be disregarded, and a r /n whose developable surface is of order 22. Therefore, we deduct 2 and now N 0 = 70. Finally, let y " z alone go through a base point. The curve T" 12 on <ï> 8 is made up of a line, also to be disregarded, and a T" 11 the locus of whose osculating planes is of order 33. Deducting 3, we now have iV 0 = 69. Now let one of the intersections of y 3 , y ,3 be a self-correspond-ing point. Then T 12 , T' 12 also have a self-corresponding point R = R' to which corresponds the point R" on I 1 " 12 . There is a linear pencil of S-spaces passing through the tangent line t' at the self-corresponding point R = R' and containing the osculating plane of T" 12 at R". Disregarding this pencil, we deduct 1 and the result is iVo = 71. If y' z , y" z have a self-corresponding point in common, then one of the intersections of r /12 , r //12 is a self-corresponding point R' = R" to which corresponds a point R of T 12 . There is a linear pencil of S-spaces determined by R and the tangent line to T' 12 at R' and the osculating plane of r" 12 at R" = R'. Deducting 1, we have N 0 = 71. We shall next proceed to determine Nk, the number of the hypersurfaces of { V) tangent to a given &-space in S r . We find it convenient to use the following method. We set up a one-toone correspondence between the points of a p-space S p and the hypersurfaces of the °o p -system \W\. Corresponding to the oop-i hypersurfaces of | W\ that pass through a given point A are the <*> P~1 points of a (p -l)-space S p _i of S p , and corresponding to the hypersurfaces of { V} are the points of a curve A. Let a &-space Sk be given in S r . Contact being one condition, there are COP-1 hypersurfaces of | W\ tangent to Sk, and to these contact hypersurfaces correspond OOP-I points of a locus 2^ in Sp. By the methods of analytic geometry we find without difficulty that the order M of Sjli is M=(k + l) (ti-l) k . All those hypersurfaces of | W\ belonging to { V) and tangent to Sk are given by all those points of S p common to A^0 and Sp^.i. Therefore, the number of hypersurfaces of { V} tangent to Sk is the number of the points in which A^0 intersects Dp^i and is therefore equal to N k = MN 0 = (k +1) (n -1) k N 0 . For yf e = l, 2, then, JVi = 2(»-l)iVo and N 2 = 3(n-1) 2 N 0 are, respectively, the number of hypersurfaces of { V) tangent to a given line and the number of those tangent to a given plane. If k = r, we have N r = (r+l) (n-l) r N 0 members of the system that have each a node. THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
